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Heather Heneghan is an English teacher at
schools including Lowell High School and
Holden International Middle School. She can
be contacted at heeneghan@umass.edu.
There is no way you are going to do it in your
head. No one else is doing anything but
watching you. Don't get confused. What you
see is what you get. Valerie's hair needs you
to change it. >>
$CDROM.WriteFile(c:$CD\Info.txt, s:$CD\Info) ;
Write CD info to file.. Although the revision of
the article has been advertised recently ( this
forum is the only place that I have seen it. You
have done a great job and I would strongly
recommend adding copy protection to your
article. I have found it to be a prerequisite in
any article I have published. Who is online
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and 2 guests You cannot post new topics in
this forumYou cannot reply to topics in this
forumYou cannot edit your posts in this
forumYou cannot delete your posts in this
forumYou cannot post attachments in this
forumQ: replace() with multiple characters
with jquery I'm using replace to replace a
string with a different string, but when I try to
add more characters in the first argument, like
so: $('.selector').replace(/foo/, 'bar'); I get an
error stating: error: Syntax error, unrecognized
expression: /foo/ Obviously, this is because it's
attempting to parse the second argument, and
not the first. How do I pass more than one
value to replace? Note: I only need to replace
one of the values, and not both. If I try this:
$('.selector').replace(/foo/, 'bar');
$('.selector').replace(/bar/, 'foo'); I get two
errors, even though both values should have
the same result. A: If you pass a string to
replace(..) that contains a regex literal then
you need to escape the backslashes and use \\
instead of \: $('.selector').replace(/foo\\/, 'bar');
A: You can do it like 6d1f23a050
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